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home-based and school-based ABA programmes in the
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Introduzione; definizione di modeling

Introduction; modelling defined

Modelling can be defined as a procedure whereby a

sample of a given behaviour is presented to an individual
and then the behaviour of that individual is assessed to
determine if he/she engages in a similar behaviour. In
more technical words, modelling takes place when one
person, the model, performs a behaviour and this
performance cues another person, the observer, to imitate

that behaviour and it can be considered as an antecedent
strategy in terms that the behaviour of the model exerts
stimulus control over the observer’s imitation of the
modelled response.

Vantaggi del modeling

Advantages of modelling

• A correct behaviour is demonstrated for the learner, the
learner observes and imitates the model’s behaviour which
eventually replaces his/her previous incorrect behaviour.
• It can produce rapid gains as it may take only one
modelled instance for an observer to learn a new
behaviour.
• It is a natural method of teaching that occurs regularly in
our everyday lives.
• It represents a constructional approach to behaviour
change in that it specifies desirable behaviours to be
emulated.

Disadvantages of modelling

Svantaggi del modeling

• People often forget how influential their behaviour can be on
others and they underestimate the effects that their behaviours
may have when they behave in undesirable ways. Thus, the
powerful characteristics of modelling that are advantageous also
present some disadvantages. For example, the effects of
modelled aggression and violence that the visual mass media
usually show to viewers.
Caratteristiche del modeling
Features of modelling
Some general characteristics can be:
• The observer may satisfactorily imitate the new behaviour after
the first exposure to the model’s behaviour only when this new
behaviour is one or two steps ahead of the observer’s present
level of competence.

Features of modelling

Caratteristiche del modeling
(cont.)

• A new behaviour can be learned more rapidly and efficiently by
modelling than by shaping alone.

• For modelling to occur, the observer has to be able to attend to
the model’s behaviour in order to demonstrate the same or a
similar behaviour.
• Although, literature suggests that the origin of modelling as a
learning procedure is unknown and may be expected difficult to
prove, modelling as a learning procedure includes two main
features: a) one-trial learning and b) inverse imitation.
a) One-trial learning implies that a relatively novel behaviour
can be imitated by an observer following a single exposure to
the model, without having received contingent reinforcement.

There are several factors that may contribute to the fact
that an observer will imitate the behaviour of a model in
one trial:

- Viewing the consequences of a model’s behaviour
- Consequences of the observer’s behaviour

- Viewing a model’s emotional responses
- Characteristics of a model
- Similarity between the observer and the model
- Similarity of a behaviour
- Reinforcement for attentiveness
- The simplicity of the modelled behaviour
- Past reinforcement of a similar behaviour
- Variability of contexts

Types of modelling

Tipi di modeling

The most widely used types of modelling which have also
been used as therapeutic techniques include: a) exact and
behaviour-feature imitation, b) generalised imitation, c) peer
modelling, d) self-modelling, and e) video modelling.

Imitazione esatta delle caratteristiche
• Exact and behaviour-feature imitation
del comp.

- When all of the features of the model’s behaviour are imitated,
then exact imitation occurs.

- When some of the properties of the model’s behaviour are
imitated, then this process is called behaviour-feature imitation.
Imitazione generalizzata
- This process refers to instances wherein an individual imitates
a new response on the first trial without reinforcement, after
having received reinforcement for imitating a number of
behaviours in the process of developing an imitation repertoire.

• Generalised imitation

Types of modelling

Tipi di modeling
(cont.)

• Peer modelling
Modeling dei pari
- When a modelling procedure occupies models that are close
enough to the skills, age or status of the observers, instead of an
expert model, then it is referred to as peer modelling.

• Video self-modelling (VSM)
- Video self-modelling is defined as the positive behaviour
change that results from watching oneself on videotapes
performing exemplary behaviours.
• Video modelling
- Video modelling is defined as the instances of modelling in
which the model is not a live one, but one that is videotaped, in an
effort to change existing behaviours or learn new ones. Initially, an
observer discriminates a model’s behaviour and, afterwards,
he/she demonstrates that specific behaviour in natural settings.

Video self-modelling (VSM)
o VSM gives individuals the opportunity to view themselves performing
a task just beyond their present functioning level via creative editing
of videos using VCRs or video software. Thus, the VSM intervention
involves recording the child performing a prompted behaviour.

o Videotapes for self-modelling are created and edited to show the
child with autism performing the target skill. This can be
accomplished by taping the child’s behaviour over time and
editing the tape so that only examples of appropriate target
behaviours are on the final tape. Another method of creating the
videotapes is to have the child imitate or role-play the target
behaviour and edit the tapes so that only appropriate target
behaviours are on the final tape.
o During intervention, the child watches a videotape of him- or
herself performing the target behaviours and then participates in
the activity that was depicted in the tape.

VIDEO EXAMPLES

Video modelling (VM)
o VM is a teaching method used to promote desired behaviour
and interactions. This method is also very useful when the
child has mastered individual skills but does not know how to
combine them. For example, a child may know the individual
steps required to put on his coat but not know how to combine
them to perform this task himself. Video modelling can be
used across many areas, such as self‐help skills,
communication skills, social behaviours, or academic
behaviours.
Examples:
o Possible skills to improve via VM include: Possibili applicazioni:
Social initiation: Competenze sociali
• “Can I sit with you?”
• “Look at this/that.”
• “Let’s play” etc.

Video modelling (VM) (cont.)
o

Possible skills (cont.): Possibili applicazioni:
Complimenti
Greetings:
• Giving greetings
• Responding to/greetings
Comunicazione non verbale
Appropriate non-verbal communication:
• Showing interest in what someone is saying (eye-contact,
nodding)
• Smiling
• Identifying others' non-verbal cues
Gioco
Play:
• Initiating game play
• Statements appropriate for games
• Comments appropriate within the context of specific games
• Sports behaviours

Video modelling (VM) (cont.)
Possibili applicazioni:
o Possible skills (cont.):
Conversazione
Conversational skills:
• Maintaining conversation on-topic
• Comments regarding previous activities
• Responding to others' comments
• Making jokes
• Sharing attention or enjoyment with another child or adult
• Telling stories
• Using manners, appropriate language (please you)
• Saying something only once or twice

Appropriate behaviour in the school building:
Comp. adeguati a scuola
• Cafeteria
• Waiting in the hall before school starts

Video modelling (VM) (cont.)
o Possible skills (cont.): Possibili applicazioni:
Fare commenti
Making comments
Appropriately demonstrating disagreement/dislike
Complimenting others and reciprocating compliments
Daily living skills [e.g., cooking, cleaning, getting dressed)
Answering/asking informational questions
Fare richieste
Making requests:
• Asking permission
• "I want [food, preferred item, activity]."
• Asking for a turn or to borrow something
• Expressing sensory needs
• Asking/offering to do a new activity
• Asking for help

Video modelling (VM) (cont.)
Possibili applicazioni:
o Possible skills (cont.):
Nella comunità:
Community outings:
• Purchasing items
• Medical/dental visits
• Appropriate social behaviour at special events (e.g., weddings,
birthday parties, holidays, family events, funerals)
• Haircuts
• Travel (plane, car)
• Waiting in line
• Table manners

Responding appropriately to an adult's requests/demands
Rispondere alle provocazioni
Responding to teasing

Principali tipi di video modeling (Vm)

Main types of video modelling (VM)
1. Third person perspective: Prospettiva in terza persona:
This is the most widely used type of VM. It involves making
a video of someone completing a task from beginning to end
(i.e., whole task presentation). The child watches the entire
video and is then given the opportunity to perform the task.

 It allows treatment providers to remove irrelevant elements
of the modelled skill or behaviour through video editing.
The removal of irrelevant stimuli allows the individual with
autism to better focus on essential aspects of the targeted
skill or behaviour.

Principali tipi di video modeling (Vm)

Main types of video modelling (VM) (cont.)
Vm con punto di vista
2. Point-of-view video modelling:
It involves the treatment provider carrying or holding the
video camera at eye level (from the child’s perspective) and
without recording models (persons) to show the
environment as a child would see it when he or she was
performing the targeted skills.

 One potential advantage of point-of-view video modelling
over the typical is that it further restricts the stimuli to
those that are directly related to the target behaviour,
eliminating the necessity of identifying optimal
characteristics of the model.

Principali tipi di video modeling (Vm)
Main types of video modelling (VM) (cont.)
3. Instructional video modelling: Video modeling istruzionale
It is basically an instructional video modelling in which videos
show a step-by-step walk-through of each target skill. It requires a
task analysis and also a narrator may be used.
4. Video prompting:
It consists of showing each individual step of the task and then
giving the participant an opportunity to perform that step before
moving on to view the next step in the videotaped task analysis.
In addition, the video clips are filmed from the perspective of the
performer completing the task (point-of-view video modelling).
Again task analysis is a required component.
Video modeling con “innesco”
5. Priming video modelling:
"Priming" is a way to manipulate antecedent events, or set up
establishing operations; in priming, a child previews future events so
that they become more predictable.

Potenziali vantaggi del video modeling
Potential advantages of videonell’autismo
modelling in autism
Video modelling appears to offer many advantages to individuals
with autism:
 First, video models can present a variety of different behaviours
in realistic contexts.
 Second, video may be a useful medium for learners who cannot
take advantage of print materials or of complex language
repertoires.
 Third, video can efficiently display numerous examples of
stimulus and response variations, taking advantage of the
observed attentional skills of children with autism to
graphical presentations.
 Fourth, a video modelling procedure can lead to new
intervention strategies in a way that individuals with autism
could control their severe behaviour problems.

Potenziali vantaggi del video modeling
nell’autismo in autism
Potential advantages of video modelling

(cont.)

 Fifth, the use of video strengthens internal consistency
and reliability in data collection.
 Sixth, video modelling promotes discrimination training
for either the target children or their families, by including
error models.
 Seventh, the video medium provides new opportunities
for addressing the generalisation deficits displayed by
children with autism.
 Eighth, literature suggests that watching videos is a
highly desired activity for many children with and without
autism, leading to increased motivation and attention to
the modelled task.

Potenziali vantaggi del video modeling
nell’autismoin autism (cont.)
Potential advantages of video modelling

 Finally, video modelling serves as an efficient costeffective tool in the treatment of individuals with autism.
That is, the video recording of a model’s actions just
once would negate the high cost of live models
employed in many kinds of training programmes.

Video Modelling Applications;
Increasing frequency of appropriate
behaviour Some examples
Applicazioni del video modeling;
Aumentare la frequenza di comp. desiderati Alcuni esempi
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EXAMPLES

Video Modelling Applications;
Decreasing frequency of
inappropriate behaviour
Applicazioni del video modeling;
Ridurre la frequenza di comp. indesiderati -

Esempio 1
EXAMPLE 1

Target behaviours

Comportamenti bersaglio

Complying with instructions to terminate toy play and clear
up.

Treatment videos

Intervento con i video

Video modelling tapes of someone (third person perspective)
carrying out all the steps for terminating play and clearing
up. Depending on the performance of the child due to prior
experience in video modelling or the complexity of the video
display, “video-based task analysis” may not be necessary to
be conducted.

EXAMPLE 1 (cont.)

General procedure

Procedura generale

The child views the videotape and then s/he is given the
materials depicted in the video (e.g., toy, access to a
cupboard etc.). Again, as shown in the video, the verbal
instruction “Play is finished” is delivered and the

opportunity for the child to imitate the modelled actions is
provided.

EXAMPLE 2

Target behaviours

Comportamenti bersaglio

Reducing disruptive transition behaviour (e.g., exhibiting
tantrum behaviour when preparing to leave the house or
changing clothes or shopping at malls and other stores etc.).
Intervento con i video
Treatment videos
Video priming point-of-view tapes (no models are appeared
in the videos), which consist of recordings of the transition
problem settings. That is, the treatment provider carries the
camera through the transition setting to show the
environment as the child will see it when progressing
through the transitions (e.g., moving through a store and
entering another one).

EXAMPLE 2 (cont.)
Treatment videos (cont.)

Intervento con i video

For example, the settings presented on the video for
preparing to leave the house may consist of the toilet as the
setting for going to the bathroom; the sink as the setting for
washing hands and face; the hallway where the shoes are
kept as the setting for putting on shoes; and the car in the
garage, indicating that it is time to go.
General procedure

Procedura generale

Child watches the video before being assessed in each
transition.

Strutturare intervento con video modeling sui comp. problema

Structuring video modelling interventions for
decreasing frequency of inappropriate
(challenging) behaviours;
A Critical Consideration
In order for a video modelling intervention - or any other
behavioural intervention - to be successful it must be
“Function-based”. The term "function-based
intervention" refers to the development of behaviour
change strategies that are directly linked to information
and data gathered during the Functional Behavioural
Assessment (FBA). Strategies selected based on the FBA
are successful because they address the antecedents and
consequences that influence and maintain behaviour.
However, the process of linking interventions to
assessment results can be complicated and difficult.

Hence, the content of each scenario in any video clip will be
determined by the results from the FBA in respect to the
sources of environmental reinforcement for the challenging
behaviour(s) of each individual. In a hypothetical example,
after FBA assessment has conducted for an individual, it is
suggested that the function of his/her verbal aggression is to
get attention from a member of staff during lunch. In the
video the model will be shown performing an appropriate
behaviour (verbal or gestural) in order to get the attention
from the member of staff.
The procedure will be largely relied on the findings from
conducting a scatter plot.

Strutturare intervento con video modeling a scuola

Structuring video modelling
interventions at Schools
o While the core impairments in ASD impede everyday
functioning across home, school, and work settings
across the life span (APA, 2013), school-age students
experience increasingly complex peer social demands
as they develop, with peer relationships becoming
particularly and increasingly important, yet also
particularly challenging for students with ASD given
core social and communication impairments.

o Therefore, either in an individual or group format,
VM at schools might focus on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Responding according to the feelings that someone shows.
Paying attention to other’s instructions.
Trying to make others feel better.
Taking turns in conversation in a consistent way.
Starting conversations with peers.
Resolving disagreements with teachers and peers in an
appropriate and calmly way.
Making new friends.
Interacting appropriately with peers and within the context
each time.
Introducing oneself to others.
Responding to criticism without getting upset.

o Therefore, either in an individual or group format,
VM at schools might focus on (cont.):
• Showing concern for others.
• Inviting others to join in activities or joining activities that
have already started.
• Avoiding withdrawing him/herself from others.

Sfumare l’uso di video modeling

Fading the use of video modelling
Video modelling is a kind of a prompt in essence that it is used
for inducing a person to perform a desired behaviour and it
needs to be faded out. Fading refers to gradually reducing the
strength of a prompt.
In other words, the goal of prompting and fading is to have the
target behaviour occur reliably in appropriate situations. To
achieve that goal, you have to fade gradually, but what's
gradually? When you reduce the prompt too much, the target
behaviour won't occur. If you use a prompt two or three times
without effect, then you have to return to the previously
effective prompt. Fading may take a very long time if you
reduce the prompt strength by very small steps. You have to
experiment a bit during the fading process to determine how
rapidly you can fade the prompt.

Sfumare l’uso di video modeling

Fading the use of video modelling

(cont.)

When fading videos one or more of the following procedures can
be used:

a. Delaying start/premature stop. By delaying the start of the video
or ending it before it is over, less of the video is shown. When the
amount of the video is gradually decreased, the learner sees less of
the video modelling. This procedure is maintained if the learner
continues to use the target behaviour successfully. At a certain
point, the video can be stopped entirely.

b. Error correction. This procedure can be used if a learner continues
to make mistakes with certain parts of the target behaviour. Only
the particular scene where the mistake has been occurring is
played for the learner to re-watch and practice.

c. Scene fading. This technique involves gradually removing scenes
or parts of the task from the video that the learner has mastered.

Linee guida base per definire procedure con video modeling
Basic guidelines for designing video modelling
procedures
Below is an overview of the general instructions and guidelines that
are an amalgam of procedures common to match of the previous
research and lessons drawn from the studies as they evolved:
1) After a task analysis, each component of a specific task should
be videotaped. The number of sequences to be shown needs to
be gauged for a particular child experimentally.
2) Preferably one model should be used.
3) Simple behaviours demonstrated by the model should be about
30-40 seconds maximum.
4) At the initial stages, the setting viewed in the videotape should
be the same as the setting in which the child will demonstrate
the imitative behaviour. Thereafter, different settings could be
used.
5) The treatment provider has to be sure that the videotape shows
a close-up of the action he or she wants the child to imitate.

6) The child should be allowed to watch each video clip at least
once.
7) The child has to be allowed have at least two or three minutes to
demonstrate the modelled behaviour. Occasional reinforcement
for behaving well is essential.

8) The child should watch the same modelled sequence again if
he/she fails to imitate the behaviours; this should be done at
least three times.
9) The treatment provider must keep data for every trial and let the
child have at least three successful trials before he or she moves
to the next video clip.

10)Programming for maintenance and generalisation of the
imitative behaviour must take place across settings, stimuli,
people, and time.

Se l’intervento con video modeling non produce risultati
If video modelling does not produce direct results you
could also try the following:
1) Models may perform at a slow, exaggerated pace.
2) Children may be reminded to pay attention or to respond
whenever necessary during video viewing.
3) Occasional reinforcement may be used during video viewing
and performing. Preference assessment, which is used to
determine the relative motivating strength of individual
reinforcers, may be used. For example, treatment
providers/parents present a choice of items to the child and
then observe the child’s reactions. Then take note of which
items are chosen first, how the child reacts when items are
presented and taken away, and what happens when items are
presented again.
4) Different models can be used for each video to ensure that
specific model characteristics does not influence the
performance of the child.

5) The videos can be edited to include an opening title and a closing
screen with text, followed by a black screen. Several visual symbols
with text can also be imbedded in the video. The purpose of
including the symbols in the video is to associate them with the
video footage, so that the symbols could be used as prompts after
fading out the video component of the intervention.
6) With the desire to facilitate initial attending to the training video, a
5-sec animated video segment of the child's favourite cartoon can
be dubbed with the same instruction as in the training tape and
then be inserted at the beginning of the instructional video
displaying the task.
7) Video feedback in a form of self-modelling in addition to
behavioural rehearsal/discussion/stimulus discrimination and
prompting (least-to-most) may be used, especially when video
modelling does not produce the desired outcome.
8) Video modelling could be combined with other procedures (e.g.,
Activity Schedules, Social Stories, iPoD)

Note conclusive

Concluding Remarks
• Video Modelling is an evidence-based teaching strategy that
may help children with ASD develop or improve several
communication and socialisation skills when implemented
systematically as described here. VM interventions may be more
economical for treatment providers because they could use the
strategy not only with the target student but also with other
students who display similar skill deficits.
•

It is important that educators understand that it will take some
time to become efficient in implementing this strategy, because
of the technologies involved.

• I hope that by following the steps provided in this presentation,
you will be more likely to see your children experience
successful intervention results while maintaining teaching
efficiency and enhanced instructional time.

Alcune fonti selezionate

Some selected resources
•

Video Modeling. Evidence‐Based Practice Brief from the
National Professional Center on Autism Spectrum Disorder:
http://autismpdc.fpg.unc.edu/content/video-modeling

•

Video Modeling. Association for Science in Autism Treatment
(ASAT):
http://www.asatonline.org/intervention/treatments/video.htm

•

Research Autism; the only UK charity exclusively dedicated to
research into interventions in autism:
http://www.researchautism.net/autism_treatments_therapies_i
ntervention.ikml?ra=101

•

Video Proves Highly Effective for Teaching and Providing
Positive Behavior Support for Persons with Developmental
Disabilities: http://www.special-kids.com/videolearning.cfm

Grazie!!!
Any Questions?
Dr Christos Nikopoulos
c.nikopoulos@autismconsultancyservices.co.uk

